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NOTICE OF MEETING
LICENSING SUB-COMMITTEE
MONDAY, 22 AUGUST 2022 AT 3.00 PM
COUNCIL CHAMBER - THE GUILDHALL, PORTSMOUTH
Telephone enquiries to Karen Martin
Email: Democratic@Portsmouthcc.gov.uk
If any member of the public wishing to attend the meeting has access requirements, please
notify the contact named above.
Committee Members: Councillors Scott Payter-Harris (Chair), George Madgwick (Vice Chair),
Yinka Adeniran, Dave Ashmore, Kimberly Barrett, Stuart Brown, Tom Coles, Jason
Fazackarley, Lewis Gosling, Ian Holder, Leo Madden, Asghar Shah, Benedict Swann, Linda
Symes and Daniel Wemyss.
The panel today consists of : Councillors Scott Payter-Harris, Dave Ashmore and
Daniel Wemyss
The reserve member has not yet been appointed.
(NB

This Agenda should be retained for future reference with the minutes of this meeting.)

Please note that the agenda, minutes and non-exempt reports are available to view online on
the Portsmouth City Council website: www.portsmouth.gov.uk

Licensing Sub Committee meetings are digitally recorded.
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Declarations of Members' Interests
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Licensing Act 2003 - Application for variation of a premises licence Deco, 128 Elm Grove, Southsea (Pages 3 - 64)
Purpose
The purpose of this report is for the committee to consider an application for
the variation of a premises licence pursuant to section 35 of the Licensing Act
2003 ("the Act").
The matter has been referred to the committee for determination following
receipt of relevant representations from other persons namely residents in
close proximity to the venue. Ten objection representations have been
received and four in support of the application.

Members of the public are now permitted to use both audio visual recording devices and social
media during this meeting, on the understanding that it neither disrupts the meeting or records
those stating explicitly that they do not wish to be recorded. Guidance on the use of devices at
meetings open to the public is available on the Council's website and posters on the wall of the
meeting's venue.
Whilst every effort will be made to webcast this meeting, should technical or other difficulties
occur, the meeting will continue without being webcast via the Council's website.
This meeting is webcast (videoed) and viewable at via the council's livestream account at
Portsmouth City Council on Livestream
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Licensing Act 2003 - Application for variation of a premises licence - Deco,
128 Elm Grove, Southsea, Hants
1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of this report is for the committee to consider an application for the variation of a
premises licence pursuant to section 35 of the Licensing Act 2003 ("the Act").
The matter has been referred to the committee for determination following receipt of relevant
representations from other persons namely residents in close proximity to the venue. Ten
objection representations have been received and four in support of the application.
Further detail about the representations received is shown at paragraph 4 below.

2.

THE APPLICATION AND PROPOSED VARIED OPERATING SCHEDULE
The variation application has been submitted on behalf of Mr Matthew David Alexander Becker
and relates to premises known as Deco and situated at 128 Elm Grove, Southsea, Hants.
The proposed licensable activities and changes to the current authorisation are as follows:
An extension to the sale of alcohol currently Monday to Sunday 09:00 until 00:00 to Sunday to
Thursday 09:00 until 01:00 and Friday and Saturday 09:00 until 03:00
An extension to late night refreshment provision currently Monday to Sunday 23:00 until 01:00 to
extend this until 03:00 on a Friday and Saturday.
An extension to opening hours currently Monday to Sunday 08:00 until 01:00 to Sunday to
Thursday 08:00 until 01:30 and Friday and Saturday 08:00 until 03:30.
Additionally, the seasonal variation will extend until 03:30 on Bank Holiday Sundays.
Four existing conditions are to be removed and a change to the SIA licensed door staff on
Fridays and Saturdays to cover the extended hours plus the introduction of an ID scanner from
21:00 on Fridays and Saturdays.
The applicant has detailed in the operating schedule the steps intended to support and promote
the licensing objectives. These can be found in the redacted application form attached as
appendix A. The current licence is attached as appendix B.
This variation process cannot be used to extend a time limited licence or to vary substantially
the premises to which it relates. Equally, there are separate and distinct provisions in the Act for
minor variations, a change to the name or address of the licence holder and to specify and/or
remove the Designated Premises Supervisor.
The updated statutory guidance 1 gives general advice about the steps to promote the licensing
objectives as follows:
Paragraph 8.42 "Applicants are, in particular, expected to obtain sufficient information to enable
them to demonstrate, when setting out the steps they propose to take to promote the licensing

1

Revised Statutory Guidance issued by the Home Office
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objectives, that they understand:
the layout of the local area and physical environment including crime and disorder hotspots,
proximity to residential premises and proximity to areas where children may congregate;
any risk posed to the local area by the applicants’ proposed licensable activities; and
any local initiatives (for example, local crime reduction initiatives or voluntary schemes including
local taxi-marshalling schemes, street pastors and other schemes) which may help to mitigate
potential risks."
Paragraph 8.43 "Applicants are expected to include positive proposals in their application on
how they will manage any potential risks. Where specific policies apply in the area (for example,
a cumulative impact policy), applicants are also expected to demonstrate an understanding of
how the policy impacts on their application; any measures they will take to mitigate the impact;
and why they consider the application should be an exception to the policy."
Paragraph 8.44 "It is expected that enquiries about the locality will assist applicants when
determining the steps that are appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. For
example, premises with close proximity to residential premises should consider what effect this
will have on their smoking, noise management and dispersal policies to ensure the promotion of
the public nuisance objective. Applicants must consider all factors which may be relevant to the
promotion of the licensing objectives, and where there are no known concerns, acknowledge this
in their application."
Paragraph 8.47 "Applicants are expected to provide licensing authorities with sufficient
information in this section to determine the extent to which their proposed steps are appropriate
to promote the licensing objectives in the local area. Applications must not be based on providing
a set of standard conditions to promote the licensing objectives and applicants are expected to
make it clear why the steps they are proposing are appropriate for the premises."
Paragraph 8.50 "Where a premises licence holder wishes to amend the licence, the 2003 Act in
most cases permits an application to vary to be made rather than requiring an application for a
new premises licence. The process to be followed will depend on the nature of the variation and
its potential impact on the licensing objectives. Applications to vary can be made electronically
via GOV.UK or by means of the licensing authority’s own electronic facility following the
procedures set out in Chapter 8 above."
3.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
The provisions relating to the variation of a premises licence are contained within part 3 of the
Licensing Act 2003 and associated statutory regulations.
Public notice has been given by way of press notice, a premises notice and local ward
councillors have been notified of the application. There are no germane grounds for the
committee to reject the application for non-compliance with the prescribed advertising
requirements
The pub has traded as Deco since October 2005 under it's present owner. The pub originally
traded as the Elms and was constructed in 1936, replacing an earlier tavern of the same name
that had existed since at least the mid 19th century.
In July 2006 a Licensing Sub-Committee approved a variation to the Premises Licence to extend
its hours of operation to the current permitted hours.
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4.

REPRESENTATIONS BY RESPONSIBLE AUTHORITIES AND OTHER PERSONS
There have been no representations from any of the responsible authorities.
Relevant representations have been received from Councillor Smyth local ward councillor,
concerning the potential for noise and a suggested 01:00 closure time. Some local residents
have described the late hour applied for as likely to cause a general noise nuisance in the area
and make reference to general noise, nuisance and anti-social behaviour emanating in general
within that area of Southsea, with a few representations specifically mentioning smokers outside
Deco and the noise from motorcycles starting up and leaving at closing time.
There are four support representations, two from residents in very close proximity to the
premises.
Copies of the redacted representations received are attached as appendix C.

5.

POLICY AND STATUTORY CONSIDERATIONS

When determining the variation application, the committee must have regard to:
•

Promotion of the licensing objectives which are;
o
o
o
o

2

Prevention of crime and disorder
Public safety
Prevention of public nuisance
Protection of children from harm

•

The Licensing Act 2003;

•

The adopted Statement of Licensing Policy;

•

Judgments of the High Court, (your legal adviser will give you guidance should this
become necessary);

•

The current statutory guidance 2 issued by the Home Secretary in accordance with section
182 of the Act;

•

The representations, including supporting information, presented by all the parties; and

•

The human rights of all the parties concerned to ensure both a fair and balanced hearing
and to consider any public sector equality duty requiring public bodies to have due regard
to the need to:

•

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct
prohibited by the Act;

•

Advance equality of opportunity between people who share protected characteristic and
people who do not share it; and

•

Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and people
who do not share it. The protected characteristics are as follows:

Revised statutory guidance issued by the Home Office
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•

I) age, ii) disability, iii) gender reassignment, iv) pregnancy and maternity v) race - this
includes ethnic or national origins, colour or nationality, vi) religion or belief - this includes
lack of belief, vii) sex and viii) sexual orientation.

Statement of Licensing Policy
The Statement of Licensing Policy lays down a general approach to the determination of
licensing applications and any such application will be considered on its individual merits.
Equally, any person permitted by the Act to make relevant representations to the Committee will
have those representations considered on their individual merit.
The Committee should consider the fundamental principles set out in its policy, particularly
paragraphs 4.7 and 4.8 which are reproduced below:
4.7

Whether or not incidents can be regarded as being “in the vicinity” of licensed premises is
a question of fact and will depend on the particular circumstances of the case. In cases of
dispute, the question will ultimately be decided by the courts. In addressing this matter,
the Licensing Authority will primarily focus on the direct impact of the activities taking
place at the licensed premises on members of the public living, working or engaged in
normal activity in the area concerned.

4.8

Licensing law is not the primary mechanism for the general control of nuisance and antisocial behaviour by individuals once they are away from the licensed premises and,
therefore, beyond the direct control of the individual, club or business holding the licence,
certificate or authorisation concerned. Nonetheless, it is a key aspect of such control and
licensing law will always be part of the overall approach to the management of the
evening and night-time economy in town and city centres.

The Committee should also have regard to paragraphs 7.1 to 7.5 in relation to such
circumstances where it may be appropriate to consider the imposition of conditions on a
premises licence.
Statutory Guidance
The updated statutory guidance issued by the Home Secretary in accordance with section 182
of the Act refers to the consideration of applications for the grant or variation of premises
licences in Chapter 9.
Members may wish to consider the following extracts from the statutory guidance when
determining this application:
Paragraph 9.37 " As a matter of practice, licensing authorities should seek to focus the
hearing on the steps considered appropriate to promote the particular licensing objective or
objectives that have given rise to the specific representation and avoid straying into
undisputed areas. A responsible authority or other person may choose to rely on their written
representation. They may not add further representations to those disclosed to the applicant
prior to the hearing, but they may expand on their existing representation and should be
allowed sufficient time to do so, within reasonable and practicable limits".
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Paragraph 9.42 "Licensing authorities are best placed to determine what actions are
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives in their areas. All licensing
determinations should be considered on a case-by-case basis. They should take into account
any representations or objections that have been received from responsible authorities or other
persons, and representations made by the applicant or premises user as the case may be."
Paragraph 9.43 "The authority’s determination should be evidence-based, justified as being
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives and proportionate to what it is
intended to achieve."
Paragraph 9.44 "Determination of whether an action or step is appropriate for the promotion of
the licensing objectives requires an assessment of what action or step would be suitable to
achieve that end. While this does not therefore require a licensing authority to decide that no
lesser step will achieve the aim, the authority should aim to consider the potential burden that
the condition would impose on the premises licence holder (such as the financial burden due to
restrictions on licensable activities) as well as the potential benefit in terms of the promotion of
the licensing objectives. However, it is imperative that the authority ensures that the factors
which form the basis of its determination are limited to consideration of the promotion of the
objectives and nothing outside those parameters. As with the consideration of licence
variations, the licensing authority should consider wider issues such as other conditions
already in place to mitigate potential negative impact on the promotion of the licensing
objectives and the track record of the business. Further advice on determining what is
appropriate when imposing conditions on a licence or certificate is provided in Chapter 10. The
licensing authority is expected to come to its determination based on an assessment of the
evidence on both the risks and benefits either for or against making the determination."
Paragraph 10.8 "The licensing authority may not impose any conditions unless its discretion
has been exercised following receipt of relevant representations and it is satisfied as a result
of a hearing (unless all parties agree a hearing is not necessary) that it is appropriate to
impose conditions to promote one or more of the four licensing objectives. In order to promote
the crime prevention licensing objective conditions may be included that are aimed at
preventing illegal working in licensed premises. This provision also applies to minor
variations."
Paragraph 10.9 "It is possible that in some cases no additional conditions will be appropriate
to promote the licensing objectives."
Paragraph 10.13 "The Government acknowledges that different licensing strategies may be
appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives in different areas. The 2003 Act gives
the licensing authority power to make decisions about the hours during which premises can
conduct licensable activities as part of the implementation of its licensing policy statement.
Licensing authorities are best placed to make decisions about appropriate opening hours in
their areas based on their local knowledge and in consultation with responsible authorities.
However, licensing authorities must always consider each application and must not impose
predetermined licensed opening hours, without giving individual consideration to the merits of
each application."
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Paragraph 10.14 "Where there are objections to an application to extend the hours during
which licensable activities are to be carried on and the licensing authority determines that this
would undermine the licensing objectives, it may reject the application or grant it with
appropriate conditions and/or different hours from those requested."
Members are reminded about the review provisions contained in chapter 11 of the guidance
and, in particular:
Paragraph 11.1 "The proceedings set out in the 2003 Act for reviewing premises licences
and club premises certificates represent a key protection for the community where problems
associated with the licensing objectives occur after the grant or variation of a premises licence
or club premises certificate."
Paragraph 11.2 "At any stage, following the grant of a premises licence or club premises
certificate, a responsible authority, or any other person, may ask the licensing authority to
review the licence or certificate because of a matter arising at the premises in connection with
any of the four licensing objectives."
Determination of an application
Where an application to vary a premises licence has been made in accordance with
section 34 of the Act and where relevant representations have been made, the licensing
authority must hold a hearing to consider them, unless the applicant, each person who has
made representations and the licensing authority agree that a hearing is unnecessary.
After having regard to the representations, the Committee may take such steps, if any,
as it considers appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives which are:
o To modify the conditions of the licence
o To reject the whole or part of the application
And for this purpose the conditions of the licence are modified if any of them is altered
or omitted or any new condition is added.
In discharging its duty in accordance with the above, the Committee may vary a
premises licence so that it has effect subject to different conditions in respect of:
•
•

different parts of the premises concerned;
different licensable activities.

Members are reminded of their obligation to give reasons for any decision(s) reached by
further reference from the statutory guidance as follows:
Paragraph 13.10 "It is important that a licensing authority should give comprehensive reasons
for its decisions in anticipation of any appeals. Failure to give adequate reasons could itself give
rise to grounds for an appeal. It is particularly important that reasons should also address the
extent to which the decision has been made with regard to the licensing authority’s statement of
policy and this Guidance. Reasons should be promulgated to all the parties of any process which
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might give rise to an appeal under the terms of the 2003 Act."

A copy of the Statement of Licensing Policy, current statutory guidance and the Act has been
supplied to each of the Members’ Rooms and further copies will be available for reference at
the hearing.
6.

APPEALS

Schedule 5, part 1, of the Act sets out the appeal provisions in relation to the determination of an
application to vary a premises licence.
Where the Licensing Authority rejects (in whole or in part) an application, the applicant may
appeal against the decision to the Magistrates' Court.
Should the committee grant (in whole or in part) an application, the applicant may appeal
against any decision to modify the conditions of the licence.
Where a person who made relevant representations in relation to the application contends that:
a) that any variation made ought not to have been made, or
b) that, on varying the licence, the Licensing Authority ought not to have modified
the conditions of the licence, or ought to have modified them in a different way,
under section 4(a) of that section,

He may appeal against the decision.
7.

APPENDICES

A. Copy of the redacted application for the variation of the premises licence together with a
schedule of proposed changes to the licence conditions if necessary
B. Copy of the current premises licence
C. Copies of the redacted relevant representations received
THE COMMITTEE IS REQUESTED TO DETERMINE THE VARIATION APPLICATION

For Licensing Manager
And on behalf of Head of Service
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Continued from previous page...

Will the schedule to provide indoor sporting events be subject to change if
this application to vary is successful?
Yes

No

Section 7 of 18
PROVISION OF BOXING OR WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENTS
See guidance on regulated entertainment
Will the schedule to provide boxing or wrestling entertainments be subject
to change if this application to vary is successful?
Yes

No

Section 8 of 18
PROVISION OF LIVE MUSIC
See guidance on regulated entertainment
Will the schedule to provide live music be subject to change if this
application to vary is successful?
Yes

No

Section 9 of 18
PROVISION OF RECORDED MUSIC
See guidance on regulated entertainment
Will the schedule to provide recorded music be subject to change if this
application to vary is successful?
Yes

No

Section 10 of 18
PROVISION OF PERFORMANCES OF DANCE
See guidance on regulated entertainment
Will the schedule to provide performances of dance be subject to change if
this application to vary is successful?
Yes

No

Section 11 of 18
PROVISION OF ANYTHING OF A SIMILAR DESCRIPTION TO LIVE MUSIC, RECORDED MUSIC OR PERFORMANCES OF
DANCE
See guidance on regulated entertainment
Will the schedule to provide anything similar to live music, recorded music or
performances of dance be subject to change if this application to vary is
successful?
Yes

No

Section 12 of 18
PROVISION OF LATE NIGHT REFRESHMENT
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Premises Licence Number
11/03705/LAPREM

07 (1) The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry out,
arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the premises.
(2) In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the following
activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of encouraging the sale or
supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises:
(a) games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require or encourage,
individuals to:
(i) drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol sold or supplied on
the premises before the cessation of the period in which the responsible person is authorised to
sell or supply alcohol), or
(ii) drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or otherwise);
(b) provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or discounted fee
to the public or o a gr up defined by a particular characteristic in a manner which carries a
significant r
g a licensing objective;
(c) provisio
ree o
nted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage or reward the
purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or less in a manner which carries
a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective;
(d) selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, or in the
vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to condone, encourage or glamorise
anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects of drunkenness in any favourable manner;
(e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than where that
other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of disability).
08 The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to
customers where it is reasonably available.
09 (1) The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that an age
verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the sale or supply of alcohol.
(2) The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must ensure that the
supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with the age verification policy.
(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be under 18 years
of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to produce on request, before being
served alcohol, identification bearing their photograph, date of birth and either:
(a) a holographic mark, or
(b) an ultraviolet feature.
PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL, Licensing Service,
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2AL

Telephone (023 9283 4607/023 9268 8367) Fax 023 9283 4811 Email Licensing@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Premises Licence Number
11/03705/LAPREM

10 The responsible person must ensure that:
(a) Where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on the
premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up in advance ready for
sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available to customers in the following
measures:
(i) beer or cider: 1/2 pint;
(ii) gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25ml or 35 ml; and
(iii) still wine in a glass: 125 ml;
(b) these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material which is available
to customers on the premises; and
(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of alcohol to be
sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are available.
11 (1) A relevan pe s
the premise

s all ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or off
ch is less than the permitted price.

(2)

For t
rpo
condition set out in paragraph 1
(a) "duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 1979;
(b) "permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula P = D + (D x V)
where (i) P is the permitted price,
(ii) D is the rate of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty were charged
on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and
(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the value
added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol;
(c) "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a
premises licence (i) the holder of the premises licence,
(ii) the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, or
(iii) the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of alcohol under such
a licence;
(d) "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in force a
club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the premises in a capacity
which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply in question; and
(e) "valued added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value Added
Tax Act 1994.

PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL, Licensing Service,
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2AL

Telephone (023 9283 4607/023 9268 8367) Fax 023 9283 4811 Email Licensing@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Premises Licence Number
11/03705/LAPREM

(3)
Where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of paragraph 2 would (apart from this
paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph shall be
taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the nearest penny.
(4)
(1) Sub-paragraph (2) applies where the permitted price given by Paragraph (b) of
paragraph 2 on a day ("the first day") would be different from the permitted price on the next day
("the second day") as a result of a change to the rate of duty or value added tax.
(2) The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or supplies of
alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days beginning on the second day.

-- END --

PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL, Licensing Service,
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2AL

Telephone (023 9283 4607/023 9268 8367) Fax 023 9283 4811 Email Licensing@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Premises Licence Number
11/03705/LAPREM

05 The licence holder shall ensure that people arriving and leaving the venue will be appropriately
managed.
06 The licence holder shall ensure that regular risk managmeent and risk assesments are in place
to the standares are ruquired by the relevant legislation.
07 Children under 18 years of age will only be permitted entry to the premises under adult
supervision.
08 No person under the age of 18 shall be permitted on the premises after 21:00 hours.
09 Any person appearing to those engaged in selling or supplying alcohol to be under the age of
18 and who is attempting to buy alcohol will be required to produce satisfactory photographic
identification as proof of age. Such identification may include photo-driving licence, passport,
PASS (Proof of Age Standards Scheme).
10 The permi e h u

r

rictions do not prohibit:

a) during th
st twenty minutes after the above hours, the taking of the alcohol from the
premises un
the
supplied or taken in an open vessel;
b) consumption of the alcohol on the premises or the taking of sale or supply of alcohol to any
person residing in the licensed premises;
c) the ordering of alcohol to be consumed off the premises, or the despatch by the vendor of the
alcohol so ordered;
d) the sale of alcohol to a trader or club for the purposes of the trade or club;
e) the sale or supply of alcohol to any canteen or mess, being a canteen in which the sale or
supply of alcohol is carried out under the authority of the Secretary of State or an authorised mess
of members of Her Majesty’s naval, military or air forces;
f) the taking of alcohol from the premises by a person residing there; or
g) the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises to any private friends of a person
residing there who are bona fide entertained by him at his own expense, or the consumption of
alcohol by persons so supplied; or
h) the supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises to persons employed there for the
purposes of the business carried on by the holder of the licence, or the consumption of liquor so
supplied, if the liquor is supplied at the expense of their employer or of the person carrying on or in
charge of the business on the premises.
11 In accordance with paragraphs 6(8) and 18 (5) of Schedule 8 of the Licensing Act 2003, the
licence holder shall have regard to the statutory provisions contained within the Children and
Young Persons Act 1933 (as amended).
12 In respect of New Year's Eve, the permitted hours shall continue from the end of permitted
hours on New Year's Eve to the start of permitted hours on the following day.

PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL, Licensing Service,
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2AL

Telephone (023 9283 4607/023 9268 8367) Fax 023 9283 4811 Email Licensing@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Premises Licence Number
11/03705/LAPREM

13 The off sales department (as previously indicated on the plan deposited with the licensing
justices in accordance with the Licensing Act 1964) shall not be used for consumption on the
premises.

-- END --

PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL, Licensing Service,
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth PO1 2AL

Telephone (023 9283 4607/023 9268 8367) Fax 023 9283 4811 Email Licensing@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
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Stance:

Customer objects to the Licensing Application

Reasons for
comment:
Comments:

Page 38
Kind regards

29/07/2022 9:07 AM I wish to object to the extension of this licence.
1. The Deco has made no attempt to inform the residents that will be affected by this change
other than putting a small notice in their window.
2. The patrons of the pub congregate outside of the pub and the noise becomes
unacceptable in a residential area and this would then go on to the early hours of the
morning.
3. When the establishment closes they do nothing to ensure that people leave the area
meaning the noise often continues after closing time.
4. There is often bottles and other rubbish left by patrons in the residential area.
5. On a regular basis motorcycles are positioned outside of the pub and then the noise is
totally unacceptable as when they leave they sit on their bikes revving them for a period of
time and causing a disturbance and this will now happening into the early hours of the
morning.
There are already problems with noise in this area associated with Kingsway House and the
old Library and this will just make the situation worse for the residents that live and pay
council tax in this area.
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Reasons for
comment:
Comments:

Page 40
Kind regards

01/08/2022 10:27 AM We object to this application. The premise is located in a residential and
conservation area. The application is excessive and will have a considerable impact on my
family and the lives of local residents. The premises has no garden, smokers occupy the
streets outside the premises, this can be over 30 people, and will result in noise emanating
from the premises beyond 4am. Customer's journey through Stafford Road, Hereford Road,
Cavendish Road and the Thicket to access the Deco via Albany Road. Proposed changes will
increase footfall and urination on these roads. Antisocial behavior is on the increase in the area
due to Portsmouth City Council locating the rough sleeping hub at Kingsway House. Local
residents did not object to the hub, it's unfair that local residents will be inflicted with further
antisocial behavior if this application is granted. The Deco is notoriously popular with
motorcyclists, these bikes make horrendously loud noises. Residents will have to endure this
disturbance even further into night. Security services are not provided Sunday to Thursday.
This will bring considerable risk to residents. The Deco has provided no evidence or credible
reason why opening hours should be extended. Local residents have not been correctly
informed of this application. The Deco placed a small A4 sized paper notice of the application
in the window of the Albany Roadside. The Licensing Act 2003 states that applications must
display a sign at or outside the premises and an advertisement in a locally circulating
newspaper. An A4 sized paper notice on the inside window of the pub is not a sign, and we
have no evidence that the Deco have placed an advertisement in the Portsmouth News. At the
very least the expiry date for consultation should be extended, so that more residents can
review the application and be given the opportunity to object.
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Kind regards

01/08/2022 9:56 PM I strongly object to the proposed extension of both the licence hours and
opening hours for the following reasons:
- The proposed extension of hours will have an adverse effect on the nearby residents, adding
additional noise and disturbance to the surrounding area. The noise inside the premises can
be heard from the nearby properties, and the proposed extension will also increase the
congregation and disturbance outside the pub.
- In the application there is no mention of measures to prevent public nuisance, an issue
currently with noise often occurring long after closing time.
- The proposed extension of license hours will add an additional 10 hours license time in total
Sunday-Thursday and 8 hours on Friday and Saturday. I believe these hours are
unreasonable.
- There are already issues with noise and disturbance occurring late in the evening during the
current license hours, a problem that will only be exacerbated by the proposed extension.
- The proposed change will have a detrimental effect on the character of the neighbourhood,
and a damaging effect on the Conservation Area 02 - Owen's Southsea, of which the Deco is
part of.
- Neither the Applicant nor the Agent has made any effort to consult or inform the residents
that will be adversely affected by this proposed change.

APPENDIX C
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Robson, Debra
Smyth, Judith (Cllr)
Mason, Hugh (Cllr); Heaney, Graham (Cllr)
RE: Deco extension of licence
15 July 2022 08:44:14

Dear Councillor Smyth
Thank you for your email. Apologies I forgot to copy you and Councillor Heaney into the reply to
Councillor Mason below.
Do you still wish to make a representation? If the application is referred to a Hearing then the
report will contain the information below. The licence holder is applying due to other premises
in the vicinity having similar hours.
Regards
Debbie Robson
Licensing

From: Robson, Debra
Sent: 12 July 2022 15:05
To: Mason, Hugh (Cllr)
Subject: RE: Application to vary Premises Licence - Deco, 128 Elm Grove - 22/02389/LAPREM
Dear Councillor Mason
The Fat Fox, 13 Victoria Road South, has 03:00 Friday and Saturday for sale of alcohol, close at
3.30 am.
One Eyed Dog, 177-185 Elm Grove, the same as the Fat Fox.
Huis, 62 Elm Grove, Friday and Saturday again until 03:00 and closing at 03:00 am.
I think the licence holder of Deco decided to ask if he could extend the hours due to the
premises around him closing at those times.
Hope this helps
Regards
Debbie Robson
Licensing
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Comments:

31/07/2022 10:19 PM Dear Sir/Madam,
I strongly object to the extension in licensing hours for the Deco, as defined in this
variation of licensing application. The reasons for my objection are as follows:
I feel that if this variation of licensing application is granted it will result in the following, all
of which will adversely affect my quality of life:
More noise along Albany Road, even later at night than is currently the case;
More anti-social behaviour;
More disturbed sleep for me and my family;
More cases of people urinating down Albany Road;
General increase in public nuisance down Albany Road, which is a quiet residential street;
Greater feeling of living in an unsafe environment.
I'm probably not alone in my objections.
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Kind regards
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Comments:

05/08/2022 10:29 AM I object to the proposed extension of licencing and opening hours of the
Deco public house for the following reasons:
1) The Deco sits at the corner of Elm Grove and Albany Road. Albany road is a mixed
residential area that includes young families and elderly pensioners. Residents already
experience night time disruption and noise from the Deco and other neighbouring pubs and
bars. Extension of the Deco's licencing / opening hours further into the early morning will
exacerbate and prolong this.
2) The Deco does not have any garden or outside space which means its customers use its
pavement for smoking which naturally creates undue noise throughout its opening hours.
3) There are already a number of pubs with extended opening hours within the immediate
vicinity of the Deco therefore there is no commercial need for extension of the Deco's hours.
4) This request is excessive and unwarranted. The licencing / opening hours of the Deco are
already sufficient to support a thriving business.
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Kind regards

APPENDIX C
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Page 51

Comments:

05/08/2022 12:26 PM I would like to object to the license extension application.
The extension requested is excessive and will move the inevitable noise associated with
leaving the premises to unreasonable times both during the week and at weekends. This will
affect the sleeping patterns of local residents.
The noise made by the sometimes large and constant groups of smokers congregating at the
entrance will also last longer into the night also affecting the sleep & comfort of local
residents.
The provision for later drinking is already adequately provided for in other establishments
close by.
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Kind regards

APPENDIX C
From: rick carter
Sent: 05 August 2022 21:08
To: Planning Reps Shared Email < >
Subject: 128 Elm Grove. Licensing application variation Ref: 22/02389/LAPREM
Dear Sirs,
I am unable to submit our on-line objection to the License variation application by The Deco. I am
unsure why the login fails to work in this instance.
In the circumstances could you please accept this email as an alternative form of submission.
The reasons for objection relate to the negative impact upon the residential neighbourhood
including excessive late night noise, public nuisance and unruly behaviour by the clientele late at
night.
The current situation is bad enough but to consider extending the licensing hours further makes it
intolerable for the local residents which includes ourselves at Stafford Road.
Please do not grant this application as the effect on the local neighbourhood and character of the
Conservation Area will be detrimental leading to further decline in the quality of this residential
area.
Thank you
R Carter & Ms C Stewart
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Comments:

Kind regards

05/08/2022 10:20 AM Whilst I appreciate it's a popular place for many to socialise it can get
very loud with drunks and fights outside the later it gets. 1am feels bearable and respectable
but not 3am so close to our homes
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Kind regards

03/08/2022 5:52 PM I'm a resident who lives four doors along from the deco I support
the proposed extension to the decos opening times due to
- the deco it's self is very well managed with welcoming staff
- it's very well maintained inside and especially out
-very family friendly
- I haven't experienced any antisocial behaviour when the deco closes from there
patrons it is more from the homeless hub(kings way house)
-and even on Friday or Saturday night we dont hear any music
So as far as I can see there is no reason why I wouldn't support the extension
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Kind regards

03/08/2022 7:49 PM The Deco is a vibrant pub in an area already well known for venues with
a high footfall. It is well known for being a home to alternative music culture and providing a
place to go for people who don't want to listen to the generic "floor fillers" played in the other
pubs. It has character and charm while also being home to a community of like minded people
who have no other venue in the city. Because of this the patrons of The Deco are more prone
to respect for the establishment and surrounding area.
Increasing The Deco's opening hours will not increase noise and disorderly behaviour in the
area as it is already present due to the numerous other venues on Albert Road. The other late
opening venues in the area (The One Eyed Dog and The Fat Fox) are extremely near keeping
the radius of late opening venues in this area small and reducing the need for patrons to travel
large distances between them. This also allows security to react between venues should there
be any trouble, which could potentially increase response times in the area and reduce
disorderly conduct.
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Kind regards

03/08/2022 8:32 PM I would like to voice my support for the application of extended hours.
The Deco is located in an area filled with pubs, restaurants and other after hours venues.
These venues may at times attract what some may describe as undesirables or undesirable
behavior but this is true of any venue in any area. What these venues also do is build a sense
of community. They bring the residence together in a place they feel comfortable, where they
can unwind and enjoy themselves and I believe this applies to the Deco more so than any
other establishment in the immediate area. This, I am sure, is owed to the amazing staff and
management and their relentless efforts to provide a friendly welcoming atmosphere. Always
looking out for not only their patrons but also their community. My bedroom is located no more
than 20 meters from the Deco and not once have I heard loud music or loud patrons. Not
once have I seen anyone step outside of the premises with a bottle or a can. Why? Because
the staff recognise that they are not just a business but also part of a community. And that
means respecting their neighbors. Unfortunately I cannot say the same courtesy is extended
by the residents of Kingsway House or the old Library, which is where I believe almost all of
the antisocial behavior in the local area stems from.
With these points in mind, I cannot see a reason to reject this application.
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Kind regards

03/08/2022 3:16 PM The Deco is one of the only venues where individuals can feel safe in
meeting like minded others. I am representative of the Univerisity Rock Society and this
venue has been essential for those who do not feel comfortable in other environments.
Extending the license, in my opinion, will help to reduce group violence in other venues and
places. Where often, groups who do not follow the 'rock music scene' may target those who
do.
The deco has always been a safe space for these individuals, and should be able to continue
to offer these opportunities.
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